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Cavex SiliconA bite, 

perfect the first time – every time

A good bite registration should be a pleasure to work with, enabling 

the registration to be perfect the first time – every time. This can only 

be possible when the material is easy to handle, easy to trim and 

absolutely accurate.

Cavex SiliconA bite “at least” meets these criteria by having a short 

working and setting time,  both 30 seconds, and having a hardness 

measured at a Shore D of 40. This hardness is achieved by having a 

highly filled A-silicone material, enabling the bite registration to be 

100% accurate.

The enclosed Bite Registration Tips ensure a consistent, even layer of 

material completely covering the surface of the elements, 

enabling a perfect bite registration. 
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Many dental treatments 

and procedures start

with the taking of 

impressions. High 

quality impressions 

give the dentist

confidence in an

exceptional end result. 

Cavex offers a tried and 

tested line of silicones 

and auxiliary materials 

developed according to 

the requirements of 

the dental practice. 

Your impression is

our concern
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Superior hardness

Fast

Highly thixotropic

Scannable 

Unique dispensing 

tips

Assortment:
AS54 Cavex SiliconA bite 2 x 50ml cartridges
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Cavex SiliconA bite’s hardness of Shore D 40, equal to a Shore A of >94, ensures a 

perfectly accurate registration of the occlusion which stays exactly the same through 

time.  The material is easy to trim with a scalpel or grinder, which makes it a joy to 

work with for the Dental Technician. 

The working and setting time ensure a short chair-time since both take just 30 

seconds. Therefore the whole procedure takes only 60 seconds, reducing the patients 

discomfort to a minimum. The fast 30 second setting time minimizes the chances of 

discrepancy.

An important stage of the procedure is applying the material on the teeth. The Bite 

Registration Tips enable a complete, even layer of Cavex SiliconA bite to be applied 

on the teeth. The high thixotropic nature of the material makes sure it stays in the 

right place. When dispensing the material, it flows smoothly out of the cartridge. Once 

applied to the teeth it stops flowing, ruling out the danger of uncovered teeth or an 

uneven layer. 

Cavex SiliconA bite is such a high filled material, that it is perfectly suitable to scan, 

without using powder. 

For further information, please contact Cavex: +31 23 530 77 00 or www.cavex.nl
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